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From the Tiller

Dear members, 

Well the season has absolutely flown by, with this 

the last Jibsheet before we go into our winter 

publishing schedule.

A lot has happened since the last issue.

We have had a Tsunami warning interrupt racing, 

a first at Avalon I believe. So unfortunately the 

second day of our premier Wet Etchell Regatta 

was postponed along with all scheduled races for 

combined centreboard fleet and keelboats.

This was in accordance with the guidelines in our 

published safety management plan with regards 

to warnings. I would like to take this opportunity 

to thank Ross Trembath who was OOD on the day, 

which was certainly a race day like no other.

The Challenger Head Race was run and won with 

12 yachts contesting the event. Nearly everyone 

sailed all the way to Akuna Bay to contest the newly 

announced Bitter End Trophy. It was certainly an 

interesting study in peer pressure as no one wanted 

to be the first to give up doing short tacks up Coal 

and Candle Creek.

Thanks to Celia for providing the fantastic salads for 

our BBQ at Akuna Bay.

Our new updated website has been launched thanks 

to Kingsley Forbes-Smith. The original website was 

built some time ago by a number of dedicated 

volunteers and we were in need of an upgrade, as 

advances in technology have made a less labour 

intensive system available to us.  

The new website is truly a live site with numerous 

updates on the front page and lots of news items, as 

well as results and the all important duty roster.

Take a look at  

http://www.avalonsailingclub.com.au/joomla/

The club picnic took place on the 11th of April on 

a perfect autumn day. While numbers were a little 

down on last year everyone had a fantastic day 

with the traditional interclub tug of war and the 

(extremely messy) egg throwing competition.

BYRA were the winners of the tug of war ( for the 

first time in a very long time!) so Avalon will be out 

to regain the tug of war crown next year. The goanna 

also made its customary appearance from the bush 

to eat any food left in a vulnerable position on the 

ground.

We also had the Combined High Schools regatta 

in April with a number of our junior members 

attending. Congratulations to Jim Colley and Oliver 

Parker, winners of Division 2 F11 overall, and 

congratulations to all of our sailors who attended.

Have a look at our website for a comprehensive 

report from Kingsley.

Further on in this Jibsheet you’ll find an article 

about Thomas Koerner and the 2010 Youth Worlds. 

What a fantastic achievement, and on behalf of 
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Portuguese Beach Picnic Day

To see the JibSheet in glorious colour go to our website
www.avalonsailingclub.com.au

Avalon Sailing Club, we wish him good luck and 

good sailing. 

While on the topic of fantastic achievements, Shane 

Conly is the new Spiral class Junior State Champion. 

Congratulations and well done Shane, catch the full 

report further on in the Jibsheet. 

Coming events for your diary are:- 

The Commodore’s Ball on the 22nd of May. This is 

an “all of club” event, so please come along if you’re 

a centreboard sailor, a red blue or gold division 

parent, a cruising sailor, yacht division sailor or die 

hard Etchell sailor. We’d love to see you there and it 

promises to be a great night.

Presentation Day June 6th. This is the time for 

everyone in the club to come and pick up all their 

hard earned silverware!!

Working Bee May 1st. Please come along, even if 

it’s only for a couple of hours. Our club doesn’t 

maintain itself and it’s the strength of our volunteer 

base that makes us the club we are. 

Well, that’s it for the season. 

Good sailing,

Brett Stapleton
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Disclaimer:  The following is written by an unashamedly proud 
mother!

Last year, Thomas was asked to crew aboard a 29er skiff with Byron 
White, with the aim of qualifying for a place on the Australian 
Youth Sailing Team and sail at the Volvo Youth Worlds in 2010. 

With both boys turning 18 in June 2010 this would be their last 
opportunity to qualify at youth level with the cut-off being under 
19 years at 31st December.

Byron has a history of significant successful regatta experience 
winning the 2004 Manly Junior Nationals at age 12 and placed 
2nd in the 2006 Flying 11 Nationals, aged 14.  Sailing a 29er in 
2008 he finished 2nd at the ISAF World Cup Regatta in Melbourne 
and 5th at the 2008 Volvo Youth Worlds in Denmark.

Thomas had limited 29er experience but a huge amount of 
enthusiasm, so he jumped into the deep-end and set about 
learning the ins and outs of the 29er class.

Byron and Thomas had the goal to qualify firmly in their sights 
and spent hours training, often on their own, on Sydney Harbour 
on weekends and a couple of afternoons after school each week. 
Thomas certainly got to know Sydney’s bus & train system as he 
travelled from the northern beaches to Woollahra on a regular 
basis.

At the end of November, with just under 4 months training, the 
regatta series commenced with Sail Brisbane. Up against much 
heavier and older crews and daily winds averaging between 22-27 
knots the boys did well to finish their first real test together with a 
3rd place and 1st placed youth boat. 

Next stop, early December Round 2, Sail Sydney – home turf.  
Sydney Harbour turned on some difficult light winds during 
the course of the regatta.  Previous Australian Youth Champion, 
Hannah Nattrass and her crew weren’t going to give anything 
away and finished up winning by a massive 18 points.  The boys 
did score two wins over the 10 race series and were pleased with 
their overall 2nd place and 1st placed youth boat.

With Christmas fast approaching the boys headed for Round 3 
– Sail Melbourne. With a week of weather ranging from 38 degree 
scorchers to mid-winter temps of 15 degrees, Melbourne was the 
boys’ most successful regatta to date.  Their hard work on and 
off the water was starting to show and they finished in 1st place 
overall with a day to spare.

Both feeling the effects of a solid few weeks of sailing they took a 
week off for some rest over Christmas before reuniting in Adelaide 
at the end of December for their final fortnight of sailing at the 
29er Nationals and Youth Nationals.

The 29er Nationals were hosted by the CYC in Adelaide a club not 
used to hosting 70 or so young 14 – 20 somthing year olds however 
they did a fabulous job and made our New Year in Adelaide a 
memorable one.  The other memorable part of our Adelaide trip 

was the heat.  It was not unusual to hit 40+ degrees (except for 
the two days of 18 degrees!!) so the sailing conditions were at best 
challenging. Adelaide’s waterways are well known for their ‘chop’ 
and it certainly delivered with some races in 2mts of chop and 25 
knots – fun!!!!

Byron and Thomas had a mixed week, with gear failure in Race 6 
and some heavy conditions they managed to hold on, heading into 
the final day in equal first.  The conditions were perfect – almost.  
With 2 races to complete the series the boys led throughout the 
first race BUT as they came to the finish, with spinnaker up and 
only 25mtrs to go a huge shift to the right stalled them giving the 
race to fellow leader from Victoria – now in 1st place.

On-shore we waited anxiously for the final race of the regatta to 
commence, this was it – down to the wire, exciting but talk about 
nervous tension!  We waited and waited for the final race to start 
however the boats headed for shore!!! Word came through that 
racing had been abandoned for the day owing to a shark sighting.  
We’ll never know where or what type of shark was seen however 
that was it, all over for the 2010 Nationals.  While obviously 
disappointed the boys steeled themselves for their final assault.

The Youth Nationals was scheduled for 12 races over 4 days and 
by now fatigue was setting in amongst many of the youth sailors 
who had begun regattas way back in November.  The constant 36-
43 degree heat in Adelaide was also taking its toll not only on the 
sailors but also the Mums and Dads who were at times questioning 
why they ever encouraged their children into sailing!!!

The regatta commenced and the first 3 races were a bit shaky 
however they went out and over the next two days convincingly 
won 6 races to win the regatta with a day to spare. The final 3 
scheduled races were disappointingly abandoned with a lack of 
wind and upwards of 44 degree temps!!!!

Byron and Thomas had achieved their goal, with the result of the 
Youth Nationals being the decider for qualification, they’d been 
given a provisional place in the Australian Youth Sailing Team and 
the opportunity to represent Australia in Istanbul, Turkey in July 
2010. 

The Volvo Youth Sailing ISAF World Championship is the world’s 
leading youth sailing event. Held every year since 1971, in 2010 
the 40th edition of the Youth Worlds is expecting over 360 sailors 
representing 60+ countries.

As parents we are immensely proud of them.  Thomas and Byron 
have supported each other on and off the water and are also both 
sitting their HSC exams this year. The discipline they have shown 
to keep it all together and still have a great time is impressive.  

For more information go to:
www.youthchamps.org.au
www.isafyouthworlds.com

ASC’s Thomas Koerner is heading to 
Istanbul, Turkey for 2010 Youth Worlds
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Sail Sydney (AuS16)

Youth Nationals Adelaide

Sail Melbourne

OAMPS 2010 Australian 
Youth Sailing Team.
Thomas back row 2nd 
from the right, Byron 
back row right
Photo:  Yachting 
Australia
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how to save your cap 
at all costs
We all know that sailing caps are treasured items – some are 
probably eligible for Heritage listing catalogued under Trembath 
or Hudson. So you’ll be pleased to know that one ASC member has 
developed a foolproof way of preserving his cap at all costs, without 
losing boat speed or racing position.

There are two basic principles in his method. First is the belt and 
braces approach common in all disaster recovery planning: tie your 
cap not only to your shirt, but also to the boat – these two points 
of contact ensure that all is not lost if one point fails. Extensive 
experimentation* has shown that the forward end of the jib sheet 
is ideal for this purpose, as we shall see.  The second principle is to 
stay with your cap! Even if it does somehow go overboard, you have 
a much higher probability of saving it if you stay with it. It also gives 
the skipper much less chance of ignoring ‘Cap overboard’ calls in 
the interests of winning (a clear breach of sailing ethics if not rules).  
Once the jib sheet has come away from the jib (but is still fixed near 
the stern), and you and your cap are in the water, the speed and 
shape of the boat will sweep you (and your cap) down towards the 
bottom of the keel. Ignore the pressure on your eardrums, this is 
only temporary. The jib sheet will then tighten, and pull you (and 
your cap) to the surface at the stern, in an ideal position for the 
skipper to assist your cap (and you) safely aboard.

We recommend all ASC yachts adopt this innovative technique, and 
remember, practice makes perfect.

Glenn Sanders
 * Many thanks to the club handicapper for his selfless contributions 
to the success of this research

Guess Who, Don’t Sue! 
Guess who celebrated their 30th wedding anniversary in a 

“Titanic moment” at the Club last Saturday.

Michael was not too sure about the romantic theme arriving on 
the bow  of “Katrina”. Evidently he preferred the moment in the 
film where the horny couple were in the back seat of a Rolls Royce 
in the hold of the “Titanic”. Unfortunately Peter could not fit a 
Roller in the engine room.

So, congratulations Robyn and Michael, you are doing much better 
than the “Titanic” ninety eight years ago.

THe ONe ISlAND RACe...

Which “Devil of a Boat” slipping through on a port tack, port 
end start, created havoc for “Presto” and “The Generation”, 

starboard tackers, so that they had a touch confrontation. Not 
much was said apart from mind your fingers in the push off, and 
then “Presto” honourably did a 720. Start positions did not matter 
a hell of a lot, as the fleet got together again, back of the Lion, 
with his eminence, Peter G, kindly waiting for everyone. Plenty of 
discussion about starting motors to avoid the rocks, and no Peter 
we were not “ooching” the “Generation”, just rolling from side 
to side to see if we had a plastic bag caught on the rudder. Two 
more cocktail party get togethers at West Head and Stokes and 
thankfully the yacht co-ordinator declared it a one island race, 
so straight to the finish. Congratulations to the O.O.D. etc, at least 
we got a result with “Ozad” first scratch, and the “Devil of a Boat” 
winning on handicap.

2010 Entertainment Book 
now available

The Entertainment™ Book 
is a local restaurant and 
activity guide which provides 
valuable 25% to 50% off  and 
2-for-1 offers from the finest 
restaurants, activities.Also 
accommodation throughout 
Australia and New Zealand. 
Enjoy valuable offers for the 
things you like to do every 
day.  

Only $65 Contact Celia Craig

A Titanic Moment!
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CHALLENGER HEAD RACE 2010

Saturday 20th February was a glorious sunny day and a fleet of 
about a dozen yachts gathered off the clubhouse for the annual 
Challenger Head Race.  Half the fleet were from the Cruising 
Division, keen to put up a good show against the regular racing 
contingent.  There was a good north easterly breeze and the boats 
headed up Pittwater in a pretty tight pack, with the exception of 
the two Etchells and Jindarra, which all shot off over the line and 
were not seen again!  Matt and Jo are cruisers, but their J36 is a 
very fast yacht and in their skilful hands won line honours and the 
Bitter End Award for being the first boat to arrive at the anchorage 
under sail.  Some thought that Kate Kelly was surprisingly fast and 
had to be cheating, but her ancient baggy mainsail billows out 
beautifully downwind and with the poled-out genoa we actually 
finished fourth, only beaten by the “speed machines”!  The fleet was 
very closely bunched at the finish, Little Wing finishing with stereo 
booming, and Kirin winning the handicap honours for the mean 
time.  It was great to see Chris and Julia Smith join in aboard Juluka, 
as they seldom have time for a weekend on the water.  Ralph and 
Pat Aldritt also joined us at the anchorage in their Riviera.  Great to 
have them along.

The real race began after the finish line this year, with most of the 
boats contesting the Bitter End Award, for sailing right up to the 
anchorage at Akuna Bay.  Last year only 3 yachts attempted this 
feat of tacking, with Kate Kelly winning the inaugural prize against 
Soleil and Vela.  It was impressive to see such a large number of 
yachts tacking up the creek, much to the confusion of passing 

stinkboat skippers.  Jindarra carried on so quickly after the finish 
line that there was some dispute that she actually did sail all the 
way, but the crew on Kate Kelly were trying vainly to keep up and 
could see her sailing in the distance.  They arrived before the start/
finish boat!  Vela arrived very late and was thus awarded second 
prize according to the Ron Parker handicap system.  The boat boys 
were wonderful and seemed to really enjoy themselves.  They slept 
aboard Summer Wine and impressed all on board with the amount 
of food they put away for breakfast:  hungry work shepherding a 
group of yachties!

We went ashore at about 5.00 p.m. for drinks and nibblies, followed 
by a barbeque dinner at the marina’s picnic area.  The café had 
changed hands and let the club down at the last minute over 
providing dinner but luckily it was a beautiful evening and we had 
a very enjoyable time outside.  We much appreciated the delicious 
salads and desserts prepared by Celia, along with fine wine and 
good conversation.  Some members joined us by car, so it was a 
great party. We returned to our peaceful anchorage in the bay 
across from the marina and after a good night’s sleep, returned to 
the café ashore for a rather indulgent breakfast.  Suitably fuelled 
up, we then enjoyed a lively sail home again on Sunday. 

Do come along next year if you missed out this time.  It is always 
a fun occasion and is a great opportunity to talk to club members 
you don’t usually meet.  You never know; you may even win a prize 
you weren’t expecting!

Sue Flaye
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Avalon has a new State Champion.  Shane sailed an excellent 5 
race series to win the Spiral Junior  Division at last weekend’s 
series held on Lake Macquarie.

With all races held in a steady 5-8 knot breeze for the 38 boat  
fleet, it suited him perfectly.  On one race he scored a third on 
scratch to his complete amazement, even beating Murray Gordon 
who has been dominate in the class for a couple of years.  He had 
excellent boatspeed  and was able to put all of the skills that he 
has been learning during the training sessions into play.

He asked me to make sure that his trainers got to hear of this 
result and to particularly thank Josh who has spent a lot of time  
teaching him effective roll tacks and gybes.  Watching him from 
the shore through binoculars, he was executing these beautifully 
in the light air to great advantage.

As Shane is only 13 and with the Junior division encompassing up  
to 17 he will have his work cut out to defend this in coming years.  
He,  and I, are deeply appreciative of the quality development 
that he is getting through our Avalon Club.

Photos above show Shane being presented his trophys by 
Association VP and club member Simon Hill, a line up of  all the 
divisional winners for the class website along with a couple  of 
long range action shots.

It actually turned out to almost be an all Pittwater affair with  
RPAYCs Murray Gordon taking out the open with regular Avalon 
visitor Matt Craig in one of the placings.  Henry Zylmans, Byra 
Commodore, took out the Grand Master Division with another 
Byra regular, Ross Pagett  succeeding in the Masters.  Newport’s 
Alice Lydement took out the Ladies also scoring an impressive 
second in the hotly contested Grand  Masters.  The only non 
Pittwater ringin was Concord Ryde’s inspirational David  Loring 
who, well into his 70’s, again took out the Great Grand Masters.  
The class continued its fine tradition of many father/son/daughter 
competitors.

Jeff  Conly

8

Spiral States - Mannering Park, lake Macquarie
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Commodore’s Ball Ticket Order form
Send this form to Celia Craig, 29 Duff Street, Turramurra 2074. Phone 9488 7416
Here is my cheque/credit card authority for $_________ Please reserve ______ places for me.
Name __________________________________________________________________________
Phone __________________________________________________________________________
Avalon Sailing Club Credit Card Authority
Please circle type of card      Mastercard        Visa         Expiry ■ ■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■ ■   ■ ■ ■ ■   ■ ■ ■ ■   ■ ■ ■ ■

Signature _______________________________________________

✂

H   Join us for the best night of the year 
at Avalon Sailing Club – great food, 
great company and exciting live 
entertainment.

H   $60 per head includes sit-down 
meal, entertainment, dancing and a 
fantastic evening.

H  *BYOG*

H  Dress to theme!

H   Decorate your tables - let your 
imagination run wild.

H   Book a table early, or come on your 
own and we’ll put you on a table.

H   This event always books out early.  
RSVP asap to Celia Craig.

S ixties - Yeah, Baby!
Saturday 22 May at the Clubhouse - 7pm till Midnight

Calling all adults from yacht racing, cruising & centreboard divisions!

THE COMMODORE’S BALL 2010 HH H
H H
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Autumn Cruises 2010
I was going to talk about our last two cruises of the season, but 
the cruising division doesn’t really shut down for winter.  We 
will be taking advantage of the Anzac and Queen’s Birthday 
long weekends to venture further afield and it is also much 
more enjoyable “up the creek” without the crowds and heat of 
summer.

On March 20th a group of 5 yachts got together at the far end of 
Smith’s Creek: Windborne, Hagar, Jindarra, Guinevere and Kate 
Kelly.  The others were well into cocktail hour when we arrived, 
having sailed most of the way.  Jim is now known amongst the 
cruisers as “Captain Incorrigible” due to his refusal to turn on 
the engine unless the boat is actually sailing backwards.  We all 
enjoyed a good chat aboard Hagar before doing our own thing 
for dinner.  We were invited for a board game aboard Guinevere, 
but it was too late by the time we had eaten to impose ourselves 
upon them. Three of the lads later got together on one boat for 
a few after-dinner drinks; an occasion that went on until the 
wee small hours. Just as well the “lady of the house/yacht” was 
working that weekend!  The rest of us fell asleep to the sound 
of merry laughter echoing around the bay.  It was a beautiful 
starry night and I spent some time on deck happily star-gazing 
before retiring and falling into a deep sleep, only to be rudely 
interrupted by the stereo starting itself up in the middle of the 
night with merry violin music filling the cabin!  Poltergeists!   And 
no skipper to turn it off – now I wonder where he was?!

Guinevere left early to get back for the club’s Sunday race.  We 
left later and had our own race back, with a good nor’easter 
filling in.  The race was on from Juno point, with Kate Kelly 

straining to catch Jindarra and little Windborne trying valiantly 
to keep up.  The competition was fierce but it was a forlorn hope 
to match Jindarra.  We need a new main!  Anyway, it was good 
fun.  We carried on out to sea for a pleasant afternoon sail and 
then returned to the mooring.

The forecast for the Easter long weekend was the usual tale of 
doom and gloom! Some decided not to head to Sydney Harbour as 
planned because of the strong southerly and rain in the forecast.  
Three boats made the trip on Good Friday regardless: Jindarra, 
Hagar and Kate Kelly.  We had a great thrash to windward in 20 
– 25 knots on the nose and big confused seas, sometimes up to 
3 metres with some very short frequencies.  We got pretty wet 
and had to cover 31 miles to make 16!  Matt nearly slid over the 
side of the very wet Jindarra and Paul and Bev have promised 
themselves a dodger in the near future!  Matt made various rude 
comments about Jim’s outfit, which comprised bright yellow bib 
and braces waterproof pants, a bright red PFD and bare arms.  
Matt’s mention of the Mardi Gras didn’t go down too well with 
Jim!  We did need the safety gear though.  The good thing was 
that there wasn’t a drop of rain.

We anchored off Chinaman’s Beach on Friday, with cocktails 
aboard Jindarra, and motored under Spit Bridge on Saturday 
morning, heading for Roseville.  We anchored in the river near 
the bridge and headed for Echoes on the Marina for a delicious 
lunch ashore.  Afterwards some of us headed up river on a bush 
walk and the other 3 had an afternoon snooze.  As we finished 
our walk it started to rain and continued to do so overnight and 
the next morning.  Kate Kelly hosted the evening drinks and 
everyone got back on board their boats just in time to avoid the 
rain. But by the time we had gone back out under the bridge on 
Sunday it had pretty well cleared up and we enjoyed sunshine 
for a brief sail across the Harbour to Watsons Bay.  After fish 
and chips on the grass some of us walked the cliff tops at the 

Aboard Kate Kelly

Kate Kelly and Jindarra
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all tied up in knots...
After the tsunami alert and sailing cancelled, our young sailors had some lessons in the fine art of  tying 
knots. (photo Linda Venn)

Gap and along to the Macquarie Light, enjoying the wonderful 
views of the Harbour and coast.  The others once again snoozed 
or worked on their boats.  We spent Sunday night off Collins 
Flat, Manly, ready for a quick getaway on Monday to sail home.  
Cocktail hour was aboard Hagar.

Of course the southerly had completely fizzled out by Monday 
and the sail home was much more uncomfortable than the trip 
down.  Jindarra and Hagar happily motored off up the coast after 
trying to sail for a while.  Captain Incorrigible insisted on hoisting 
the spinnaker and we limped along in an unpleasant wallow for 
hour after hour, eventually rounding Barrenjoey and agreement 
being reached to motor up the totally windless Pittwater. 
The motley crew was on the point of jumping overboard and 
swimming for Palmie at this point I must add!

The weather was not nearly as bad as forecast, with rain only 
happening evening and morning.  We did not have to sail in rain 
at all and although the wind was strong on Friday, it is essential 
to practice sailing in stronger conditions because one day when 
you are out there, things are bound to turn ugly.  Knowing that 
you and your boat can handle stronger conditions is a comfort 

when such occasions arise. Of course, if your boat isn’t sufficiently 
seaworthy, it’s best not to venture offshore at all.  A couple of 
club boats wisely spent a few nights up the creek rather than 
risk the high seas.   The dire prognostications of the BOM don’t 
always materialise, especially at long weekends.  We suspect a 
conspiracy to encourage people to stay at home in case they 
need rescuing – just joking of course!  They provide an essential 
service.

Details for the Anzac Day long weekend cruise will be sent out 
shortly.  We might try for Maitland Bay if conditions are right, or 
up the creek somewhere as an alternative. The next scheduled 
cruise is the Progressive Dinner at the Basin or Refuge on May 
15 & 16 and we hope to go to the Harbour again for the Queen’s 
Birthday long weekend in June.  John Cronan will send out 
details closer to the dates.  If you would like to receive details of 
upcoming cruises, please contact John (details on Cruise Calendar 
in Mainsheet or on the club website).

Sue Flaye
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SuN APR 25 
Family Day Race and BBQ

SAT MAY 1 
Working Bee - all hands on deck!

SAT MAY 22 
Commodore’s Ball for all ASC adults

SuN JuNe 6 
Presentation Day

SuN JuNe 27 
Family Day Race and BBQ

SAT JulY 17 
Working Bee

SuN AuGuST 1 
Annual General Meeting

notices

Bayview SliPway
SlIPPING    ◆    PAINTING   ◆   SHIPWRIGHTS

Maureen Cuthbert and Mark Barry-Cotter 
12/1714 Pittwater Road, Bayview. 2104  Ph: 9997 8588  

Fax: 9979 5696  E: bayviewslipway@bigpond.com

Experience, Value, Quality, Service  
and proud supporters of  ASC

WORKING  
BEE

All hAndS on dECK 
PlEASE! 

Sat May 1

Hello

I learnt to sail at the ASC about 50 years ago when I was 12 
yo. My father taught my brother & I to sail on a boat called a 
“Graduate”, something like a Heron.

We soon found ourselves sailing VJ’s and raced regularly. Sadly 
a vehicle accident ended that season, a real shame because 
we had prepared a beautiful Fairbrother cedar ply boat for 
the new season. From the VJ’s I moved to keel boats, sailing 
out of  RPA on a Thunderbird named “Chinook”. (SN 311). 
We went on to become NSW & Aust champions, and in 1966 
represented Australia at the first T-bird world titles in Seattle.

After a break from sailing I found myself  on a Hobie 16 and 
had great fun for a couple of  seasons. Then came another 
break that will last up until about mid-season this year and I 
will re-launch my Hobie 17.

Sailing has always been in and out of  my life, but it all started 
at ASC, and I have the fondest of  memories from those days.

I wish the club, and all its members and their families the very 
best, and hope they gain a life of  sailing pleasure like mine.

Best wishes 
Geoff  Henderson


